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Abstract. We examine when a model checker for a propositional program logic can be used for checking another propositional program logic
in spite of lack of expressive power of the first logic. We prove that (1)
a branching time Computation Tree Logic CTL, (2) the propositional
µ-Calculus of D. Kozen µC , and (3) the second-order propositional program logic 2M of C. Stirling enjoy the equal model checking power in
spite of difference in their expressive powers CTL < µC < 2M: every
listed logic has a formula such that every model checker for this particular formula for models in a class closed w.r.t. finite models, Cartesian
products and power-sets can be reused for checking all formulae of these
logics in all models in this class. We also suggest a new second-order
propositional program logic SOEPDL and demonstrate that this logic is
more expressive than 2M, is as expressive as the Second order Logic of
monadic Successors of M. Rabin (S(n)S-Logic ), but still enjoys equal
model checking power with CTL, µC and 2M (in the same settings as
above).
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CTL vs. Fixpoint Logic

The propositional µ-Calculus of D. Kozen (µC ) [14, 15] is a powerful propositional program logic with fixpoints. In particular, a very popular with model
checking community state-based temporal Computation Tree Logic (CTL) [7,
4, 5] is interpretable in µC . It is almost a folklore that CTL is less expressive
than µC . Nevertheless, expressibility problem rises every time when a particular
property is concerned: whether this property can be expressed in CTL, in µC ,
or both logics are inadequate.
For example, paper [1] reports a progress in experiments with symbolic data
representation by means of Binary Decision Diagrams (BDD) for solving some
board games. In this research positions and moves are represented by BDD,
an existence of winning strategy is expressed as a simple µC formula. Then a
new model checking tool for a fragment of µC and finite models presented by
BDDs has been applied. A natural question rises: why these experiments have

exploited a new symbolic model checking tool instead of utilizing a very popular
and reliable symbolic model checker for CTL (ex., SMV [4, 5])? A natural move
for exploiting a model checker of this kind for solving board games is to try to
express an existence of winning strategy in finite games in terms of CTL formulae
and then to experiment with these formulae, games presented by BDDs and the
model checker. But this move is doomed to fail as follows from the game-theoretic
arguments below.
There are different formalisms for games. We would like the following: a
game (of two plays A and B) (with terminal positions) is tuple (PA , PB , MA ,
MB , WA , WB ), where
– PA ∩ PB = ∅ are nonempty sets of positions,
– MA ⊆ (PA \ (WA ∪ WB )) × (PA ∪ PB ),
MB ⊆ (PB \ (WA ∪ WB )) × (PA ∪ PB )
are moves of A and B respectively,
– WA , WB ⊆ (PA ∪ PB ) are sets of winning positions for A and B.
The game is said to be finite iff PA and PB are finite. A session of the game is
a maximal sequence of positions s0 , ...sn , ... such that (si , si+1 ) ∈ (MA ∪ MB )
for all consequentive positions si , si+1 ∈ (s0 , ...sn , ...). A player C ∈ {A, B}
wins a session iff the session finishes in FC . A strategy of a player is a subset of
the player’s possible moves. A winning strategy for a player is a strategy of the
player which always leads to the player’s win: the player wins every session in
which he/she implements this strategy instead of all moves.
Proposition 1.
1. No CTL formula can express existence of winning strategies in finite games.
2. µC formula µ x. (PA ∨ hMA ix ∨ (hMB itrue ∧ [MB ]x)) expresses existence of
winning strategies for player A against B in games with terminal positions.
Proof. We would like to prove the first part only, since the second part is much
more simple. We can consider CTL formulae without constructions AG, AF,
EG, and EF at all due to the following equivalences:
AFφ ↔ A(trueUφ)
EFφ ↔ E(trueUφ)

EGφ ↔ ¬AF(¬φ)
AGφ ↔ ¬EF(¬φ)

Let us define nesting for CTL formulae of this kind as follows:
nest(true) = nest(f alse) = 0,
nest(r) = 0 for every propositional variable r,
nest(¬φ) = nest(φ),
nest(φ ∧ ψ) = nest(φ ∨ ψ) = max{nest(φ), nest(ψ)},
nest(A(φUψ)) = nest(E(φUψ)) = max{nest(φ), nest(ψ)},
nest(AXφ) = nest(EXφ) = 1 + nest(φ).
Then let us consider a “generalized” game N EG (Fig. 1), where A/B-line represents positions where a player A/B has moves, downward/upward arrows represent moves of A/B, WA /WB represents a single winning position for A/B. Then
(−kA ) |=N EG φ ⇔ (−lB ) |=N EG φ holds for every CTL formula φ and for all
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Fig. 1. Model N EG and N EGi

k, l > nest(φ). Hence for every formula of CTL there exists a non-positive number prior to which the formula is a boolean constant in the N EG. Let us also
remark that no CTL formula can distinguish positions of a finite game N EGi
(fig. 1) from correspondent positions of N EG. But A has a winning strategy
in all even integers on A-line and in all odd integers on B-line. Hence no CTL
formula can express an existence of a winning strategy for a player A in positions
of finite games N EGi for i ≥ 0. Thus the proof of proposition 1 is over.
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µC vs. Second-Order Logics

Another evidence of µC expressive power comes from comparison with the
Second-order logic of several monadic Successors of M. Rabin (S(n)S-Logic )
[17, 18, 2]: both logics enjoy equal expressive power on infinite trees [19]. But in
spite of this, µC fails to express some very natural properties discussed below.
For resolving the problem with a deficit of expressive power of µC , the second
order propositional program logic 2M of C. Stirling [22] uses second order quantifiers ∀/∃ over propositional variables and reachability modalities 2/3 upon
strongly connected components of models.
Proposition 2.
1. No µC formula can express commutativeness of composition of action symbols in finite models.

2. 2M formula ∀p. ([a][b]p) ↔ ([b][a]p) expresses commutativeness of composition of action symbols a and b in models.
Proof. The second part is trivial. For justification of the first part, let M1 and
M3 be models depicted in Fig. 2. Then s |=M1 φ iff s |=M3 φ holds for every
fixpoint-free formula φ. Since both models are finite with 3 states at most, every
µC formula in these models is equivalent to some fixpoint-free formula (which
unfolds every fixpoint 3 times at most). Hence s |=M1 φ iff s |=M3 φ holds for
every µC formula φ. But action symbols a and b are commutative in M1 and
are not commutative in M3 . Hence no µC formula can express commutativeness
of action symbols in finite models. Thus the proof of proposition 2 is over.
But some other very natural and useful properties are still inexpressible in
2M. For instance 2M can not express the weakest precondition for inverse actions
as it is defined below. Assume that a propositional variable p is interpreted in
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Fig. 2. Models which distinguish µC, 2M and SOEPDL

a model by a set of states P , and an action symbol r is interpreted by a binary
relation R on states. The weakest pre-condition for inverse of r with respect to
a post-condition p in this model is the following state of states {t : ∀ s.((s, t) ∈
R ⇒ s ∈ P )}. We would like to suggest a another Second-Order Elementary
Propositional Dynamic Logic (SOEPDL) for handling this phenomenon. A single
difference between 2M and SOEPDL is interpretation of reachability modalities
2/3: in SOEPDL they means “for every/some state in the model” while in 2M
they range upon states in strongly connected components.
Proposition 3.
1. No 2M formula can express in finite models the weakest pre-conditions for
inverse of action symbol with respect to propositional
variable.

2. SOEPDL formula ∃q. 2(haiq → p) ∧ q expresses the weakest pre-conditions
for inverse of action symbol a with respect to propositional variable p in models.
Proof.
Part 1. Let M1 and M2 be models depicted in Fig. 2. Then s |=M1 φ iff
s |=M2 φ holds for every 2M formula φ. But the weakest pre-condition for the
inverse of action symbols a with respect to propositional variable p in M1 is {s},
while in M2 it is {t}. Hence no 2M formula can express the weakest pre-condition
for inverse of action symbol with respect to uninterpreted post-condition in finite
models.
Part 2. Let M be a model and s be a state. The following holds (in
 a
slightly abuse notation): s |=M [a− ]p ⇔ s |=M 2(hai[a− ]p → p) ∧ [a− ]p ⇒
s |=M ∃q. 2(haiq → p) ∧ q . The
 backward implication follows from tautology
2(haiq → p) → 2(q → [a− ]p) .
Thus the proof of proposition 3 is over.
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Expressive Power

Theorem 4.
CTL < µC < 2M < SOEPDL where all expressibilities have linear complexity
and all inexpressibilities can be justified in finite models.
Proof.
First, CTL < µC since
AXφ ↔ [next]φ
EXφ ↔ hnextiφ
AGφ ↔ νp. (φ ∧ [next]p)
AFφ ↔ µp. (φ ∨ [next]p)
EGφ ↔ νp. (φ ∧ hnextip)
 EFφ ↔ µp. (φ ∨ hnextip)

A(φUψ) ↔ µp. ψ ∨ (φ ∧ [next]p) E(φUψ) ↔ µp. ψ ∨ (φ ∧ hnextip)

where next is a single action symbol to be interpreted as next-state relation. But
in accordance with proposition 1 there is µC formula, which is not equivalent to
any CTL formula in finite models.
Next, µC < 2M since
(µp.φ) ↔ (∀p.(2(φ → p) → p)) (νp.φ) ↔ (∃p.(2(p → φ) ∧ p))
but in accordance with proposition 2 there is 2M formula, which is not equivalent
to any µC formula in finite models.
Finally, 2M < SOEPDL since reachability modalities can be expressed in
terms of PDL programs as 2φ ↔ [(∪a∈Act a)∗]φ and 3φ ↔ h(∪a∈Act a)∗iφ, but in
accordance with proposition 3 there is SOEPDL formula, which is not equivalent
to any 2M formula in finite models.
Thus the proof of the theorem 4 is over.
An “internal” characteristic of the expressive power of SOEPDL in terms of
other propositional program logics correlates with an “external” one: we demonstrate that SOEPDL is as expressive as Second Order Logic of n Monadic Successors of M. Rabin (S(n)S-Logic) [17, 18, 2]. We would not like to give a complete
definition of S(n)S-Logic, but would like to point out that we use action symbols
as symbols of monadic functions (i.e., “successors”) and exploit functional models, where action symbols are interpreted as total monadic functions. In these
settings functional models are just special kind of SOEPDL models. Boolean
values of formulae of S(n)S-Logic in functional models depend on values of
free individual variables only. Thus boolean values of formulae of S(n)S-Logic
with a single (at most) free individual variable depend on values of this single
variable. In this setting semantics of formulae of S(n)S-Logic with a single (at
most) free first order variable is a state-based semantics as well as semantics of
SOEPDL and it is possible to compare semantics of formulae of S(n)S-Logic of
this kind and SOEPDL formulae in terms of equivalence.
Theorem 5. Expressive powers of SOEPDL and S(n)S-Logic are linear time
equivalent in the following sense:
– for every formula of S(n)S-Logic with a single (at most) free first-order
variable it is possible construct in linear time an equivalent in all functional
models formula of SOEPDL;
– for every formula of SOEPDL it is possible construct in linear time an equivalent in all functional models formula of S(n)S-Logic with a single (at most)
free first-order variable.
It is easy to demonstrate that µC extended by formulae for commutativeness
of composition of uninterpreted actions can express halting problem for counting machines and, hence, is undecidable. This fact combining with proposition
2 and theorems 4 and 5 implies undecidability of 2M and SOEPDL. Situation
changes in Herbrand models. The Herbrand domain consists of all words, constructed from action symbols. It can be presented as a full infinite n-fold tree.
The Herbrand interpretation of an action symbol a is a total function λw.aw on
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Fig. 3. Herbrand domain and interpretation for {a, b}

words. For example, Herbrand domain and Herbrand Interpretation for {a, b}
are depicted in Fig 3. S(n)S-Theory is a set of closed formulae of S(n)S-Logic
which are valid in all Herbrand Models. It is well known that S(n)S-Theory
is decidable with non-elementary upper [17, 18, 2] and that S(1)S-Theory has
non-elementary lower bound [16, 18, 2]. These facts together with theorem 5
imply non-elementary decidability of SOEPDL on infinite trees. Thus we have
the following
Theorem 6. In general SOEPDL is undecidable but in particular it is decidable
in Herbrand models with non-elementary lower and upper bounds.
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Model Checking Power

Expressiveness is a particular dimension where we can compare a power of program logics. Another possible dimension is model checking power. Let us discuss
it below. Global (model) checking consists in a calculation of the set of all states
of an input model where an input formula is valid. Local (model) checking is
checking an input formula in an input state of an input model. If LG is a logic
and MD is a class of models, then a model checker for LG×MD is a program
(algorithm) which can check all LG formulae in all MD models. Assume LG0 is a
propositional program logic and MC0 be a model checker for LG0 ×MD. Assume
we would like to check formulae of another propositional program logic LG00 in
MD models. A first move is to try to reuse MC0 , i.e., to force MC0 to do this job
instead of expensive and risky design, implementation and validation of a new
model checker MC00 for LG00 ×MD. If LG00 ≤ LG0 then the work is done. The
question is: when LG00 ≤\ LG0 , is it still possible to reuse MC0 for LG00 ×MD?
In particular, whether a model checker of CTL formulae in finite models can be
utilized for solving board games in spite of lack of expressive power of CTL?
Let ξ be SOEPDL formula. Without loss of generality we can assume that
variables bounded by different quantifiers are different (so there are no name
collisions). Moreover we can assume that negations in the formula are applied
to propositional variables only since the following equivalences hold:
(¬(¬φ)) ↔ φ
(¬(φ ∧ ψ)) ↔ ((¬φ) ∨ (¬ψ)) (¬(haiφ)) ↔ ([a](¬φ))
(¬(3φ)) ↔ (2(¬φ))
(¬(∃p.φ)) ↔ (∀p.(¬φ))

–
–
–
–

(s, Sx , ...Sz , (ψ1 ∧
ψ )) → (s, Sx , ...Sz , ψi ) for every i ∈ {1, 2};
∨ 2
[a]
ψ)) → (t, Sx , ...Sz , ψ) for every t such that (s, t) ∈ I(a);
(s, Sx , ...Sz , ( hai
2
ψ)) → (t, Sx , ...Sz , ψ) for every t in M ;
(s, Sx , ...Sz , ( 3
(s, Sx , ...Sy , ...Sz , ( ∃∀ y.ψ)) → (s, Sx , ...S, ...Sz , ψ) for every S ⊆ D.
Fig. 4. Moves of Falsifier/Verifier
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Fig. 5. Winning positions of Falsifier/Verifier

Let x, ... z be a list of all bounded propositional variables in φ. A subformula
of ξ is a formula, which is (syntactically) a part of φ. A subformula is said to
be conjunctive iff it has one of the following forms: φ ∧ ψ, [a]φ, 2φ or ∀p.φ. A
subformula is said to be disjunctive iff it has one of the following forms: φ ∨ ψ,
haiφ, 3φ or ∃p.φ. Propositional variables and their negations (and only they)
are neither conjunctive nor disjunctive subformulae. Let M be a finite model
with a domain D and an interpretation I.
We are going to construct a Hintica-like finite game G(M, ξ) of two players
Falsifier and Verifier. Positions in this game G(M, ξ) are tuples (s, Sx , ...Sz , ψ)
where s ∈ D is a current state, Sx , ...Sz ⊆ D are current interpretations for x,
... y, and ψ is a verified subformula of ξ. Falsifier/Verifier has moves of 4 kinds
(Fig. 4) related conjunctive/disjunctive subformulae respectively, and wins in
positions of 6 kinds (Fig. 5). Intuitively: Verifier is trying to validate a formula
in a state while a rival Falsifier is trying to falsify the formula in a state.
The following is easy to prove by induction on formula structure.
Proposition 7. For every finite model M = (D, I) and every SOEPDL formula
ξ there exists a finite game G(M, ξ) of two players Falsifier and Verifier such
that the following holds for every state s ∈ D and every subformula φ of ξ:
Verifier has a winning strategy against Falsifier in a position (s, I(x), ...I(z), φ)
iff s |=M φ (where x, ...z is a list of all bounded variables of ξ). The game can
be constructed in time O(2d×f × d × f ), where d is amount of states and f is
formula size.
It immediately implies the following sufficient
Criterion Let L0 be a program logic and MC be a model checker for this logic
L0 in finite models which can check an existence of a winning strategy for a
player against a counterpart in positions of finite games with time complexity

T (m), where m is an overall game size. Let L00 be another logic which is expressively equivalent to a fragment of SOEPDL and C(f ) and S(f ) be time and
space complexity of a translation L00 formulae into SOEPDL formulae, where
f is a formula size. Then MC can be reused for checking L00 formulae in finite models and upper time bound for model checking L00 in finite models is
max{C(f ), T (O(2d×S(f ) ×d×S(f )))}, where d is amount of states in the model.
A consequence of the above criterion, proposition 1 and theorem 4 is
Theorem 8. Let MC be a model checker which implements linear in an overall
model size model checking algorithm for the following formula µ x. (p ∨ haix ∨
(hbitrue∧[b]x)) of µC in finite models. MC can be reused for checking all formulae of SOEPDL, 2M, and µC in finite models with upper time bound exp(d × f ),
where d is amount of states in a model and f is formula size.
We would like to remark that a formula µ x. (p ∨ haix ∨ (hbitrue ∧ [b]x)) from
the theorem above can be checked in finite models in linear time [6].
A class of models MD is closed with respect to Cartesian products iff for all
models M 0 and M 00 in MD, every model M with DM = DM 0 × DM 00 is in MD
also. A class of models MD is closed with respect to power-sets iff for every model
M 0 in MD, every model M with DM = P(DM 0 ) is in MD also. Due to space
limitations we would like to present the following theorem without proof.
Theorem 9. Let MD be a class of models which contains all finite models and
is closed with respect to Cartesian products and power-sets. Let MC be a model
checker which can check (at least) the following formula (EFp) of CTL in models
in MD. Then MC can be reused for checking all formulae of SOEPDL, 2M, µC
and CTL in models in MD.
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Conclusion

We began this research from a particular problem whether a model checker
for CTL formulae in finite models can be used for solving board games. Now
we content our curiosity: in principle yes it is (theorem 9), in spite of lack of
expressive power (proposition 1). Theoretical method suggested for it is very
simple from algebraic viewpoint, since it exploits Cartesian products and power
set operation. But it is too expensive in computation complexity and impractical
due to double exponential blow up of a model (power set operation is used twice).
In general, in spite of algorithmical inefficiency of presented results, contribution of this paper is two-folds. First we study expressive and model checking
power of the classical propositional logic or a basic propositional modal logic
K [3, 20], extended by transitive closure (CTL), fixpoints (µC ), and secondorder monadic quantification (2M and SOEPDL). We consider this study as a
propositional counterpart of a popular research topic in descriptive complexity,
where expressive power and finite spectra are examining for First-Order Logic,
extended by transitive closure (FOL+TC), fixpoints (FOL+FP), and secondorder quantification (SOL) [13]. Next contribution consists in model checkers
reuse. Let us discuss it with some details in the next paragraph.

CTL

<

µC

O(m × f ) < O(m × f ) ×



m×f
a

a−1

< SOEPDL
< 2O(d×n)

Fig. 6. Model checking complexity in finite models

Model checking complexity for CTL in finite models is linear on both model
and formula sizes [7, 4, 5]. In contrasts, the best known model checking algorithms for µC in finite models are exponential where the power of the exponent
depends of a formula (e.g., [6]). The best known T
complexity class of the model
checking problem for µC in finite models is N P co-N P [8]. Exponential upper bound for model checking SOEPDL in finite models follows from theorem 8
where the power of the exponent depends of formula and model. It is possible to
reduce decidability problem for Propositional Dynamic Logic (PDL) [10, 11, 12]
to model checking SOEPDL in finite models. It implies exponentional lower
bound for the model checking problem, since it is the case for the decidability
problem [10, 11, 12]. Thus model checking complexity correlates with expressive
power as is depicted in Fig. 6, where d and m are amount of states and overall
model size, f , a, and n are formula size, alternating fixpoint depth, and amount
of bounded variables respectively.
Assume we have a reliable model checker MC for CTL in finite models, but
we would like to check in finite models formulae of more powerful combined logic
(CTL+PDL) extended by program intersection ∩ (it is essential for representation and reasoning about distributed knowledge in logic of knowledge [9]). This
extended logic can not be expressed neither in CTL nor in µC (due to presence
of program intersection), but in SOEPDL only as follows:
∀p.([α ∩ β]p ↔ ([α]p ∧ [β]p)).
Does it imply a necessity to implement a new model checker in stead of MC? Or
does it imply that code revision and patching of MC are inevitable? - Not at all,
as follows from equal model checking power of CTL and SOEPDL! One can try
to encode extensions in models instead of risky implementation and patching.
If it can be done in feasible time and space in terms of MC’s input language
for models, then just implement it as a preprocessor for MC, and reuse MC for
extended logic. In particular, this approach is valid for (CTL+PDL) extended
by program intersection ∩, since an encoding in this particular case is linear in
time and space. But in general, better analysis when model checkers for CTL
and µC in finite models can be reused for model checking other logics in finite
models without loss of efficiency is a research topic for a perspective.
Finally we would like to remark that close connections between model checking for µC and special games have been extensively examined [21, 22, 23]. In
particular, [21] has defined infinite model checking games and established an
equivalence of local model checking to an existence of winning strategies. Then
[22] has defined finite fixed point games and characterized indistinguishability

of processes by means of formulae with bounded amounts of modalities and
fixpoints in terms of winning strategies with bounded amounts of moves. Paper
[23] has exploited model-checking games for practical efficient local model checking. Paper [22] has defined also logic 2M, corresponding games and established
indistinguishability of states by means of formulae with bounded amounts of
modalities and quantifiers in terms of winning strategies with bounded amounts
of moves. So it is possible to summarize that [21, 22, 23] have exploited infinite
games for local model checking µC in infinite models. In contrast, we exploit
games with terminal positions (basically, finite games) for forcing model checkers for CTL to check more expressive logics µC , 2M, and SOEPDL.
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